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EDITORIAL LETTER

New beginnings...
hello and welcome to edition 31 of THE VOICE magazine - the voice of Smt in great Britain.

There have been a few changes since the last edition as the acquisition by SMT of Volvo Construction
Equipment in GB has now completed. We have a new name and a new logo but one thing that hasn’t

changed is the level of service you can expect
to receive from us. Our day-to-day operations
haven’t changed and the existing management
structure remains in place. it’s exciting times
ahead and we very much look forward to this
new chapter in our history.

After winning the National Lottery Awards for
Best Art Project, The Man Engine returns for
‘The Resurrection Tour’ in 2018. The UK’s
favourite mechanical giant, powered by Volvo,
will return to journey across Cornwall, England
and Wales and will also be appearing at Hillhead
2018. Keep an eye on social media for the latest
updates using #ManEngine.

in other exciting news, Volvo revealed three new
excavators at the factory in Konz, Germany, on
22 August. The ECR355E, EW220E and EWR170E
were unveiled in front of a press audience and,
for the first time in Volvo history, live on social
media including on the SMT GB Facebook page.
You can read more about these new excavators
on pages 18–25.

Another new Volvo product, the P4820D paver, was put through its paces in a trial with Connor
Construction (South West) Ltd. Find out what they thought of this new paver on pages 26–31.

in other news, Shorts Group is celebrating 60 years in business and on pages 14–17 we look back at how
the company has grown from a tree felling and site clearance business to the multi-million pound waste
and recycling operation that it is today.

Staying with recycling, we also take a look at Day Group’s new incinerator Bottom Ash facility at
Greenwich where a new EC250EL and L150H have recently been put to work.

i hope you enjoy the latest edition of THE VOICE. This is very much your magazine so if there is anything
you would like to see more of, please let me know.

Amy Metcalfe
Marketing Manager
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• 100% rate knowledge of Volvo salesperson as good or excellent
• 100% rate Volvo’s response to callouts as good or excellent
• 100% rate the ease of communication with Volvo as good or excellent
• 100% rate the quality of servicing from Volvo as good or excellent

“A VERY POSITIVE EXPERIENCE ALL ROUND.”
MALBOROUGH SURFACING

We surveyed 25 people; below are the results. 100% OF CUSTOMERS
WOULD DEFINITELY RECOMMEND

VOLVO ROAD MACHINERY
TO A FRIEND OR COLLEAGUE
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But what happens once your waste has been burnt at super
high temperatures? Well there’s a residue of course which
is known in the trade as IBA – Incinerator Bottom Ash and
Day Group Ltd trading as Day Aggregates with depots
across the whole of the south of England and
headquartered in Brentford Middlesex, has been a pioneer
in processing IBA for the last eight years. 

The VOICE paid a visit to Day Aggregates’ new IBA
processing facility at Greenwich and met up with Plant
Manager Stuart Holmes to find out more, especially so
because the company had recently purchased a Volvo
EC250E excavator and an L150H loading shovel for the
new operation. 

Starting out, Stuart Holmes provided some background
to Day Aggregates’ interest in processing IBA. “We began

processing IBA at our Brentford facility about eight years
ago and it has become a growth part of our product
portfolio, to the extent that we decided to convert some of
our existing processing facilities at Greenwich and acquire
new facilities elsewhere,” says Stuart. “Here at Greenwich
the process of developing the new facility started in
February last year and following a multi- million pound
investment the plant was up and running at the start of this
year. We are on target to bring in some 100,000 tonnes of
IBA to Greenwich for processing per annum.”

The ash which is processed at the Greenwich facility
comes in by road from an incineration plant in nearby
Deptford. Likewise, Day Aggregates’ Brentford facility takes
in IBA from a local incineration plant and another in East
Sussex, with the IBA transported by rail. As part of the

A viable alternative to landfill
if it can’t be recycled what happens to your household waste
since burying it in the ground has become a thing of the past
(thankfully)? Well you burn it – rather, bespoke high temperature
incineration plants burn it – so please don’t try this at home!
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incineration process, the ash is quenched in water to help
cool it before it is re-handled and loaded onto wagons
destined for recycling. This starts a chemical reaction which
continues for around three weeks once the material arrives
on site. Here it is stored under cover in windrows, curing.
During this curing process, the material becomes
consolidated taking on the characteristics of a
conglomerate which requires further re-handling prior to
feeding into the processing plant. 

This is where the recently purchased twenty-five tonne
EC250E comes in. The machine is deployed to sit on top of
the stockpiled material, preparing it for the resident
wheeled loader to load and carry it to the primary feeder.
“We’ve been using a larger EC380E at our Brentford facility
due the nature of the material we receive. As it is stored in
the open, it tends to consolidate further and therefore
requires a good deal more re-handling before processing.
Here at Greenwich the material is under cover and easier
to deal with, hence our decision to go with the slightly
smaller EC250E,” explains Stuart. 

“The new arrival has been equipped to our own
bespoke design for the application which can be quite a
challenging environment in which to operate. We’ve
specified the short dipper arm to give maximum breakout
force, an hydraulic hitch and a selection of buckets which
can be interchanged to deal with the varying nature of the
material,” explains Stuart. “The machine itself has been
coated in two pack lacquer on the superstructure panels as
well as the cooling package, to prevent accelerated wear.
The other major modification which Kokurek has done for
us is in extending the superstructure chassis rails to allow

an 800L water tank to be sandwiched in between the
counterweight and the engine compartment. This has been
added to feed a Dynaset HPW water suppression system
which has been piped down the length of the equipment
and this assists with the dust suppression inside the shed.”
Other features on the EC250E include a full LED lighting
package, reversible fan, reverse and side mounted
cameras and full autolube system.  The EC250E is
powered by a Volvo eight cylinder engine developing
213hp. Operators can select the best work mode for the
task at hand, ensuring optimum performance and fuel
efficiency. Modes include: I-idle, F-fine, G- general, H-
heavy or P-power, with the machine automatically setting
the appropriate engine speed for the work mode and ECO
mode is a new feature that works in G to H (or P) mode.
Pump flow is controlled for combined digging and swinging
operations to reduce the flow loss through the overload
relief valves, while maintaining digging power and
maximum swing torque. Eco mode provides better fuel
efficiency without loss of performance in most operating
conditions. 

A larger EC300E was purchased earlier in the year by
Day Aggregates which started work when the Greenwich
Plant was commissioned but since the arrival of the
EC250E this unit will undergo similar treatment in terms of
anti-corrosion protection and will then be deployed
elsewhere.

The Volvo Care Cab on both excavators offers a large
roomy interior with plenty of leg room and foot space. The
excellent all round visibility is enhanced by pressurized and
filtered cab air supplied by a 14 vent, climate control

“Volvo is well above the competition when it comes to product support”

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a



system. An adjustable easy to read LCD colour monitor
provides real time information of the machine functions,
important diagnostic information and a wide variety of work
tool settings.

Once the EC250E has done its job of breaking up the
compacted material, it is then loaded by a resident Volvo
L180F into the primary feeder. The IBA is then conveyed
into the state of the art screening plant where it is first
passed through a revolving trommel which helps to break it
up and separate the larger material. The process separates
the material into various sizes whilst removing both ferrous
and non-ferrous metals. The ferrous metal is sold into the
UK scrap market whilst the non-ferrous metals are sold for
further refining either in the UK or on the continent. The
remaining material is sold as a recycled aggregate.

This processed material is handled by the newly
delivered L150H loading shovel which is powered by a 13
litre 300hp Volvo Stage IV engine. One of the key features
is that a maximum torque of 1317Nm is achieved at just
1450rpm and the resultant fuel savings are further
enhanced by the Volvo Eco pedal encouraging the operator
to run the machine at its optimum rpm in the engine’s
torque curve. The machine is equipped with a 4.4m³
rehandling bucket.

“Once again we’ve opted for the Volvo brand as the
machines have demonstrated that they are reliable and well
on top of the demands we place on them. They are a good
tool for the job,” comments Stuart Holmes. “In addition, the
CareTrack and Matris GPS monitoring systems allow
remote interrogation of how the machines are being utilised
by the operators on site. All this coupled with the fact that

Volvo is head and shoulders above the competition when it
comes to product support, are important reasons why we’re
staying with them,” he continues.

Founded in the ‘40s by the late John Day, Day
Aggregates, a division of Day Group Ltd supplies over five
million tonnes of construction material per annum. With a
series of strategically located railheads and a network of
factory concept processing plants located in London and
the south east, Day Aggregates processes construction and
demolition waste for re-use in a variety of construction
applications, provides a range of aggregates for major and
smaller construction projects and now has a significant
presence in the Incinerator Bottom Ash market in these
strategic areas.  ■

Day aggregates Ltd’s Plant manager, Stuart holmes
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1.    on arrival, the iBa is stored under cover in windrows for approx four weeks to cure

2.   iBa – note the high content of metal

3.   the primary crusher 

4.   Screening plant

5.   the trommel which breaks up the material and separates out the ferrous and non-ferrous metals from the ash

6.   Storage bins full of ferrous metal – around 100 tonnes per week is salvaged and sold locally

7.   Non-ferrous metals – this can contain precious metals such as gold, silver and platinum  

8.   Pelletized ash 4 – 10mm

9.   and 0 – 4mm
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“once again we’ve opted for the volvo brand, as the machines have
demonstrated that they are reliable and capable of the demands we
place on them. they are a good tool for the job. in addition, the
caretrack and matris gPS monitoring systems allow remote interrogation
of how the machines are being utilised by the operators on site. all this,
coupled with the fact that volvo is well above the competition when it 
comes to product support, are the reasons why we’re staying with volvo.” 

    o                
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The VOIcE was invited to pay a visit to the sixty-year-old company
to find out the reasons for them choosing Volvo Construction
Equipment products for their fleet. Meeting up at the company
headquarters in the village of St Ive, we found out about WH
Bond’s history from Steve Courts and the company’s marketing
co-ordinator, Jessica Oatey.

Company founder, William Hermon Bond, was a tenant of
Port Eliot Estate. He farmed around 30 acres which was, at that
time, supplemented by a local milk round until the family were
able to move to nearby Trerulefoot and a larger 140-acre farm
in 1942. William could see that the rapid improvement in yields
was going to cause over-production and told his three sons –
Jim, Hermon and Martin – that they would “farm themselves out
of business”. This piece of advice would lead the Bond family to
become ‘serial diversifiers’ for the next 60 years with a variety
of businesses. They knew that diversification was the way
forward and began their strategy in the 1930’s when the bed
and breakfast and caravan site was started. A few years later,
William joined forces with his three sons and in 1957, WH Bond
& Sons was established. 

The path of the company’s strategy took them down the
route of civil and agricultural contracting, forestry and into the

world of construction plant and equipment. Their passion for
branching out led the Bond family to create and build St Mellion
Golf & Country Club – now known as the St Mellion International
Resort – which was opened by Mr WH Bond in 1976. As part of
this venture, in 1989 the Bond family travelled to the USA to
meet with Jack Nicklaus and, as a result, they designed and
built the first Jack Nicklaus golf course in the UK.

Fast forward to 1997 and the third generation of Bonds –
Jon, Chris and Alison took over the day-to-day running of the
company and on the success of the St Mellion and other similar
projects, the civil engineering and plant hire side      of the
business was formally established and by 2003 was turning
over in excess of £300,000 a year. At the same time it saw the
acquisition of Bake Sawmill to create another division, Bond
Timber, which rapidly expanded into a major factor towards the
company’s success. 

In 2007, the company celebrated fifty years of strong and
successful business which was followed seven years later with
the move to new and larger premises in St Ive. Here, the WH
Bond plant fleet continued to expand to over 400 units of
mobile plant and coincided with the company’s first encounter
with Volvo excavators. “We took our first Volvo excavators

It’s a quality brand that we want in our fleet…”
So says Steve Courts, Plant Manager for the highly respected Cornish family business,
WH Bond and Sons Ltd, of St ive near Liskeard, referring to operating Volvo
Construction Equipment products.

one of Wh Bond & Sons Ltd’s new volvo ec140e excavators
on a typical groundworking project in the heart of Plymouth



which were EC140s, into the fleet in 2014,” says Steve Courts.
“Since then we’ve probably purchased in excess of 36 Volvo
machines – predominantly the fourteen and twenty-one tonne
machines as well as their articulated hauler models. In general,
we’ve been really pleased with the performance and quality of
the machines and their strong residual values when the time
comes to move them on. The majority of work they do is on
groundworking projects and we offer them for hire with or
without operators, but one thing is for sure, whether it’s our
own guys or the customers’ operators in the cab, they really
appreciate the comfort, smooth control and responsiveness
of the machines.” 
“We’ve also developed a good working relationship with the
team at Volvo – in particular Richard Shelbourne, our local Volvo
sales rep, and the home-based mobile engineers,” Steve says.

Chipping in to the conversation, Volvo’s Area Business
Manager, Richard Shelbourne adds, “Having this excellent
working relationship with WH Bond & Sons Ltd helps me in my
efforts to showcase Volvo down here in the West Country. It’s
almost like having my own local demonstration fleet here on the
doorstep and many a time we’ve hired a machine in from Steve
to demonstrate to potential new customers. It’s great that we
get the third party endorsements from this well-respected family
business as well,” he says.

Marketing co-ordinator, Jessica Oatey, highlights an
interesting fact when it comes to mentioning Volvo on the
company’s social media channels. “It’s remarkable that when
we Tweet or make reference to what any of our Volvos are up
to on hire with our customers, it generates an immediate high
level of social media activity and hits coming to our website,”
she says. Both she and Steve concur that this is something to
do with operating a quality brand of equipment. “It’s certainly

the kind of top-end brand that we want in our fleet,” says Steve.
“The machines are competitively priced and as I’ve mentioned,
they hold their price well when we look to move them on –
which is normally between two to three years. This, coupled
with the support we get from Volvo, is a powerful reason to
keep buying them.”

Today the extensive plant fleet of WH Bond & Sons Ltd
which numbers over 400 units includes excavators ranging
from 0.75 to 40 tonnes in operating weight, and includes
telehandlers, articulated haulers, dozers, site dumpers, rollers
and associated mobile plant. The company currently employs
over 100 staff and has a strong geographical presence in
Devon and Cornwall. This year, the company celebrates their
sixtieth anniversary and besides its extensive expansion into
plant, civils and timber still keeps the now 2,000 acre family
farm at the heart of everything it does.  ■

         
            
             

  

Plant manager, Steve courts, with
one of Wh Bond’s volvo ec140es

headquarters at St ive near Liskeard
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The SD45B is designed for commercial and residential site
development, utility installations, driveways and
landscaping jobs. Providing up to 12 degrees of oscillation
and 41 degrees of frame articulation in each direction, the
SD45B offers the stability and versatility required to
compact in confined areas. To optimize performance, the
optional Volvo strike-off blade and padfoot shell kit further
help to match the exact application and material type. 

The fully integrated traction system provides superior climbing
capabilities, even on steep inclines or slippery surfaces. The
system, combined with the NoSPIN® differential limits wheel or
drum spin, improving productivity and safety.

POwERfuLLy PRODucTIVE
In addition to ensuring a versatile performance, the SD45B is
also designed to drive down operating costs. The class-leading
drum system enables the operator to achieve target density in
fewer passes by combining a heavy drum weight, high
amplitude (1.99 mm / 0.07 in) and high centrifugal force (93 kN
/ 21,132 lb). When the machine is returned to neutral, the
vibration system automatically shuts off, preventing over-
compaction and enhancing ease of operation.

The Volvo Stage IV Final D3.3 engine delivers high torque at
low engine speeds, providing high fuel efficiency without
compromising power. When controls are inactive for more

New Volvo SD45B drums up
quality compaction
introducing the new SD45B single drum compactor from Volvo Construction Equipment.
Packed with technologically advanced features, the SD45B adapts to the application
and jobsite, helping the operator to achieve the next level of performance.
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than five seconds, the automatic idle feature reduces the
engine speed, further decreasing fuel consumption. During the
work process, the passive regeneration cleans the filters
automatically without any input from the operator or negative
impact on performance.

cONTROLLED cOmPAcTION
Not only is the SD45B built to work hard, it also has operator
safety and productivity at its core. The ROPS/FOPS certified
canopy, for example, offers protection without restricting all-
round visibility. To enhance comfort and ease of operation, all
controls are ergonomically-positioned from the adjustable
operator seat. Because the controls are of the same format
found in Volvo’s larger single drum models, a greater pool of
operators can intuitively control the SD45B. 
Thanks to its compact size, the SD45B is swiftly and safely
moved around jobsites. The soil compactor can quickly be
loaded onto a transport vehicle without removing components.
For added efficiency, the two-piece, clamp-on padfoot shell kit
can be installed or removed in less than an hour, and fits any
SD45 single drum compactor.

uNmATchED uPTImE
Efficient from the ground up, the machine is designed for quick
and safe serviceability, with minimal maintenance costs. As
standard on B-series models, the single drum compactor’s
tiltable platform and hinged engine allow for simple access
to all major hydraulic components and service points. 

operating weight (with RoPS)
       kg                        4 948

                                                           lb                         10,910

KEy sPEcIfIcATIONs:

operating weight (with RoPS,       kg                        5,288
inc. cab & inside scraper)                lb                         11,660

centrifugal force
                              kN                        75/93

                                                           lbf                        16,800/21,000

vibration frequency
                         hz                        27.5/30.8

                                                           vpm                     1,650/1.848

gradeability                                      percentage         45

Rated engine power
                        kW                       55

                                                           hp (imp)              74

amplitude
                                         mm                      1.99

                                                           in                         0.078

Drum width
                                       mm                      1,372

                                                           in                         54

articulation angle                            angle                   41

oscillation angle                              angle                   12
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The long and short of it
Shorts Group is celebrating 60 years in business, and with it
comes a long association with Volvo Construction Equipment.
Geoff Ashcroft reports for THE VOICE

Over the last 60 years, the Shorts Group of companies
has evolved from its humble beginnings as a one-man
operation started by the late David Short, into a multi-
million pound business employing a workforce of
around 200.

What started as a tree felling and site clearance
operation in 1957 has since developed into an
extensive waste and recycling operation based around
construction and green waste that also combines
demolition, agricultural contracting, plus plant and tool
hire.

It was a long-term vision of David’s son Gary, who is
currently Group Managing Director, to add
complimentary aspects to the core business and
secure a long-term future for the Short family.

That journey started in 1985 when Gary joined the
business. And Shorts Group today remains a family-
run, independent business that prides itself on

delivering excellent quality and customer service,
across all aspects of the business in and around
Berkshire, Hampshire, Surrey and the surrounding
counties.

Along the way, it has supported and encouraged
many smaller businesses and sub-contractors to grow
with it as it continues to work with operators in areas
where it does not provide in-house services.

“While waste management remains the biggest part
of our business, each aspect of the operation blends
seamlessly with the next,” explains Commercial
Business Manager, Bryony Short, who represents the
third generation of the family working within the
business. “There is so much synergy across the
business that we can make the most of every
opportunity to reuse and recycle from the many
different aspects of the Group’s activities. 

“Our target is zero to landfill, and that means
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making the most of new technologies and processes to
enable new ways of recycling the waste streams that we
handle,” she says. Up until 1988, the firm was sending
everything it collected via its skip hire operation, directly
to landfill. “That was the norm back then, but it was
unsustainable - there had to be a better way of dealing
with waste and that’s when my dad Gary saw
opportunities for recycling and for growth.”

As the business grew, so too did its requirements for
reliable and robust equipment. And Shorts Group’s
introduction to Volvo Construction Equipment was to
come through a third-party local plant hire operation
running Pel-Job mini excavators. That business was
eventually brought into the Shorts portfolio which gave the
Group a different fleet of machines to compare to, as
transport manager, Steve Meade recalls.
“We had other makes of mini excavator at the time, and
the Pel-Job kit opened our eyes to what we had been
missing out on – mainly reliability,” he says. “As the
business grew through the 1980s, so too did our fleet,
and when Volvo acquired the Pel-Job company in 1995,
our fleet naturally adopted the Volvo brand.”

Since then, the Shorts’ plant and machinery fleet has
continued to grow and currently comprises around 70
items of Volvo Construction Equipment. The portfolio
extends from mini and midi excavators for its plant and
tool hire operation, up to a 50-tonne EC480 excavator
bought for demolition work.

“Around 12 years ago, we looked at the Volvo
ECR235 as a replacement for other short radius
excavators on our fleet and we’ve never looked back – we
now have four of them,” he adds. “Our operators really
like them – they’re a compact, powerful and very stable
platform.”

At its Ascot and Aldershot waste transfer stations, the
business operates a variety of Volvo kit including a L110
wheeled loader, an EC220, a pair of ECR235s and a pair
of EC140 excavators. Its latest Volvo purchase was an
ECR235 to add to the demolition operation. It joins an
existing ECR235, an EC300 in full high-reach
specification, and an EC480 – the latter bought
secondhand to meet the need for continued organic
growth within the business.

“We’re really pleased with the level of service we get
from SMT GB,” he says. “Yes, there have been issues,
but they have been dealt with in the same way that we
deal with our customers – and that really matters to us.
Everyone is tested on how good their service is.”
Restricted working hours at the nearby Ascot waste
transfer station dictates that a high level of productivity
and reliability have become essential daily requirements.
“Ascot is a 7am to 5pm operation, and we expect to get
10 hours of work from our machines on site every day.
We get a lorry over the weighbridge every 90 seconds,
so when a machine operator needs to stop for a break,
another operator takes the controls to ensure these

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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machines don’t stop working until the end of the day.”
The extensive recycling operation sorts and sifts

through all materials arriving on site to recover as much
as possible through the latest state-of-the-art
processing equipment. A selection of composts,
recycled aggregates and soils are produced, while
materials that cannot be recycled - with the exception
of hazardous or contaminated materials – are sent for
processing into refused derived fuels for energy plants.

“Volvo kit working at our waste transfer stations will
clock-up around 7 - 8,000 hours in three years,” he
says. “Then we look at replacements. Elsewhere in the
business, our excavators are run from three to five
years.” He is pleased to note that residual values are
very strong, which lowers the cost of ownership from
choosing Volvo construction equipment.

“We remain very focused on efficiency, and for us,
this is where the Volvo range comes into its own,” he
says.  It has been an eventful journey so far for the
Berkshire firm, but what lies ahead for the Shorts
Group over the next 60 years? 

“Growth will come in much larger steps, with some
key areas that we are looking to develop for our
customers,” suggests Bryony Short. “But we will also
be adding supplementary services for our hire
customers too in the short term.”

One of which is the introduction of a portable toilet
hire service, which sees each Tardis-sized single unit
being manufactured in Shorts Group’s distinctive grey
and green livery, boosting brand awareness to a far
wider audience.

“We’ve been cross-hiring portable toilets to meet
customers’ needs when hiring an excavator, dumper,
skip and toilet package,” she says. “But the time is right
to put our own mark on it and extend the same level of
professionalism to yet another hire opportunity.”

This is another example of a business opportunity
that adds value to the brand and seeks to build on the
firm’s desire to offer a one-stop solution for its
customers. ■

shorts Group activities:
■ Skip hire and recycling
■ Demolition and site clearance
■ Trade and food waste
■ Plant & tool hire
■ Composting
■ Recycled aggregates
■ Agricultural contracting
■ Property services
■ Road sweeping 
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New Volvo excavators

launched 
three brand new volvo excavators were launched at a press event held at
the volvo excavator factory in Konz, germany on 22 august. 

ECR355E
This new E-Series excavator from Volvo Construction
Equipment offers up to a 10% rise in fuel efficiency, a significant
increase in digging and lifting forces, controllability and ultimate
uptime to ensure the highest standard of productivity and
performance.

Built on the proven E-Series design, the latest addition is
powerful and precise, making the 35-tonne machine the ideal
partner for pipelaying, trench-box installation and utility work.

At the heart of the heavy-duty machine is the robust Stage IV
Final-compliant Volvo engine. Combining high torque and low
rpm, the Volvo D8 engine delivers 180 kW (241 Hp) of power
and an increase in fuel efficiency of up to 10%, helping
customers to do more for less. The advanced electro-hydraulic
system works in harmony with the powerful Volvo engine to
reduce fuel consumption and emissions, as well as ensuring a
faster and smoother operation. Also contributing to faster cycle
times is the boom float function, which saves pump power
when lowering the boom.

short swing, big potential
The Volvo ECR355E not only does more with less fuel but also
with less effort. For example, the electro-hydraulic system
offers a significant increase in both lifting capacity and digging
force. With the ability to dig, swing and load more material, the
ECR355E achieves greater productivity across a broader
spectrum of applications and conditions.

From road construction to heavy infrastructure work, the
ECR355E adapts to the job site, thanks to its sturdy design and
a long list of standard and optional features. To better adapt to
meet different job specifications, the Volvo ECR355E can be
easily transported from site to site thanks to its compact size.
The optional narrow and long undercarriage features can be
selected to enhance machine mobility. 

Do more – comfortably
In order to manoeuvre in and out of confined areas of the
jobsite, the latest E-Series excavator raises the bar in
controllability and operator comfort with a host of new features.
Inside the low-noise Volvo cab, customized response modes in
the joysticks ensure the machine does exactly what the
operator intends.

From the industry-leading ROPS-certified Volvo cab, the
operator experiences all-around visibility around the machine
thanks to expansive windows and narrow pillars. The optional
Volvo Smart View feature combines four exterior-mounted
cameras to create a bird’s eye view of the machine, displayed
on the monitor. The system allows the operator to observe all
surrounding areas – an advantage when working in confined
areas.

up to the test
Beyond productivity and control, the heavy-duty machine is
always available and ready to work. The ECR355E is equipped
with an X-frame undercarriage with forged steel top rollers, and
rugged boom and arms for sustainable uptime and longevity.
Wide-opening compartment doors allow unobstructed ground-
level access to essential maintenance points, including pump
pressure taps, filters and the cooling package. And with
logically-grouped greasing manifolds, anti-slip plates and
plentiful handrails, operators can get back to work swiftly and
safely.

For demolition and other heavy-duty applications, Volvo offers
reinforcement and guarding packages to ensure Volvo
machines are protected. Customers can choose from a wide
range of options, including the boom and bucket cylinder
guards, heavy-duty side doors, reinforced undercovers, slew
ring protection and cab-mounted Falling Object Guarding
(FOG) packages.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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more than a machine
Volvo provides a comprehensive range of attachments and
Customer Solutions to support the new ECR355E, maximizing
cycle times and productivity. With Volvo’s quick couplers and
attachment management system, operators can easily switch
between hydraulic breakers, general-purpose buckets, heavy-
duty buckets, hydraulic thumbs and the Steelwrist® tiltrotator.

Key specifications

ECR355E METRIC

179kW

192 / 209kN

0.55 – 2.06 m3

10 635 mm

6 960 mm

35 000 kg

240Hp

43,160 / 46,990 lbf

0.72 – 2.69 yd3

34’ 11”

22’ 10”

240Hp

Volvo D8J

30 r/s (1800 r/min)

IMPERIAL

Engine

Power output at

Net (ISO 9249/SAEJ1349)

Breakout force (Normal/Boost) ISO 6015

Bucket capacity

Maximum digging reach *

Maximum digging depth *

Operating weight
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EW220E
Built on a proven design, the EW220E wheeled excavator from
Volvo Construction Equipment combines comfort, strength and
precise movement for ultimate performance.

Boasting all the known features of its little brother, the EW180E,
and more, customers can take on demanding applications with
ease thanks to a new heavy-duty two-piece boom, offering a
high lifting capacity. Moreover, this powerful machine can also
reach materials over 10 metres away.

The EW220E can carry out a variety of tasks, thanks to a range
of flexible configurations and attachments. The machine is
available from the factory in two styles, either road
homologated or off-road – which has a heavier counterweight.
Customers can also choose from a selection of high quality
tires, available in both single and twin varieties, according to
ground conditions. The proven travel motor provides the
tractive force needed to climb gradients or travel over uneven
ground, while the optional Boom Suspension System (BSS)
automatically engages at 5km/h (3.11 mph), to absorb shocks
and reduce bucket spillage.

The E-Series wheeled excavator can be customized with a
range of Volvo attachments, purpose-built to deliver improved
cycle times and fuel efficiency. The new ditching buckets make
the perfect partner for landscaping, slope shaping or ditch

maintenance, while the factory fitted Steelwrist® tiltrotator offers
ultimate control. To get the most out of the machine, optional
auxiliary lines provide optimum flow and pressure when
operating attachments requiring a one or two-way flow.

Not only can the operator change attachments easily and
quickly on the jobsite, they can also transport them easily from
site to site. The optional trailer hitch can pull trailers weighing
up to three tons – or eight tons with overrun brakes – and can
be fitted onto the outriggers or parallel blade. Operators can
also bring all their tools along with them in a special drawer-
type tool box, which slides out from the undercarriage. First
introduced by Volvo, the tool box can carry up to 130 kg. Box
dividers, which can be adjusted into five different positions,
help the operator stay organised, while a mechanical stopper
prevents the drawer from sliding out during transport or
operation.

comfort and control
Commanding all-around visibility and an ergonomically
positioned interface, it’s no wonder the ROPS certified Volvo
cab is an industry leader. Specially designed, the cab has
generous leg room and ample storage, because a comfortable
operator is a productive operator.

For added convenience, Comfort Drive Control (CDC) gives the
operator the opportunity to steer the machine using only the

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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roller on the joystick, up to 20km/h (12mph) – a new feature for
the Volvo wheeled excavator range. Specific to the EW220E
wheeled excavator and the material handler variant, the
steering column can be removed for additional comfort; the
operator can then control the entire machine – including the tilt
rotator, blade and outriggers – using only the joysticks.

In addition to the standard rear view and side view cameras,
the EW220E can also be equipped with the option of Volvo
Smart View, to help navigate in tough situations. This can be
integrated into the machine’s display or as a standalone screen.

To make entering and exiting the machine easy and safe,
handrails and steps are brightly coloured and a ‘welcome’ light
– controlled remotely – can be fitted as an option, helping to
guide operators in the dark.

made to move
Fitted with a powerful Stage IV Volvo engine, which delivers
high torque at low rpm, the EW220E offers superior
performance. To reduce fuel consumption while maintaining
productivity, ECO mode turns on automatically. This is
enhanced by auto idle and auto engine shut down features

which engage after a pre-set amount of time, also helping to
reduce machine wear.

The wheeled excavator has been designed and tested to the
highest standards of efficiency and reliability. The durably
designed undercarriage offers high clearance when driving over
hard uneven ground, while robust axles – equipped with
automatic or operator-controlled front axle oscillation – offer
strength in demanding applications.

For smoother and more efficient operation, the EW220E can be
fitted with the automatic digging brake, first introduced by Volvo
over 10 years ago. The intelligent option automatically engages
the service brake and locks the oscillation when the machine’s
speed is at zero.

To keep the machine up and running, the EW220E has been
designed with ease of servicing in mind. On the entire E-Series
wheeled excavator range, greasing points have been grouped
together and filters placed behind wide-opening engine doors,
all accessible from ground level. With improved access to areas
such as the radiators and mesh, maintenance is made easy,
helping operators stay on track even when they are on wheels.
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EW220E METRIC

129 kW

1 800 r/min

1 m3

8 500 kg front /4 800 kg side

6 m /1.5 m

6 310 mm

117 kN

10 150 mm

132 kN

30 km/h

172 Hp

1.3 yd3

20 ft / 5 ft

20’ 8”

26 392 lbf

33’ 4”

29674 lbf

18 64 m/h

Volvo D6J

22 180 kg 48 898 lb

IMPERIAL

Engine

Operating weight

Gross power

…at engine speed

Bucket capacity

Maximum lifting capacity

…at reach/height

Maximum digging reach

Maximum digging depth

Breakout force (ISO) (Normal)

Breakout force (ISO) (Boost)

Maximum speed

Key specifications

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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EWR170E
Answering the industry’s growing demand for short swing
wheeled excavators, Volvo Construction Equipment introduces
the new EWR170E, complete with a host of intelligent features
and excellent fuel efficiency.

The EWR170E features the industry-leading Volvo cab,
spaciously designed with generous leg room and all-around
visibility, thanks to large windows and rear and side view
cameras. The combined positioning of the engine at the back of
the machine, with the extra available space at the front right of
the machine, offers a clear view to the right. The wheeled
excavator can also be equipped with the option of Volvo Smart
View – three cameras attached to the frame that combine to
show a real-time birds eye view of operating footage, to help
navigate in tough situations. This can be integrated into the
machine’s display or as a standalone screen.

For added convenience, the operator can select from a range
of joystick grips and customize the controls, to create a shortcut
for the wipers, cameras or mute function. Meanwhile, Comfort
Drive Control (CDC) gives the operator the opportunity to steer
the machine using only the roller on the joystick, up to 20km/h
(12mph) – a new feature for the Volvo wheeled excavator
range.

To make entering and exiting the machine easy, handrails and
steps are brightly coloured and a ‘welcome light’ – controlled
remotely – can be fitted as an option, helping to guide
operators in the dark. In the new LED light package, there is
now an additional seventh work light, designed to be fitted next
to the side camera.

Primed for productivity
For smoother and more efficient operation, the EWR170E can
be fitted with the automatic digging brake, first introduced by
Volvo over 10 years ago. The intelligent option automatically
engages the service brake and locks the oscillation when the
machine’s speed is at zero.

Fuel efficiency is complimented by the renowned Stage IV-
compliant Volvo engine, offering high torque at low engine
speeds. Additionally, the auto idle function reduces engine
speed to ‘tick over’, when the controls are inactive for a pre-set
amount of time – and the auto engine shutdown shuts the
engine down, when the machine is inactive for a prescribed
period of time. Fuel consumption is further reduced by ECO
mode, which turns on automatically, optimizing fuel efficiency
and maintaining productivity. Moreover, the passive
regeneration process automatically cleans the DPF filters
without any impact on performance.

To boost stability when traveling at high speeds over rough
terrain, the EWR170E is equipped with an optional Boom
Suspension System (BSS). Complete with a hydraulic circuit
and gas pressure dampers, the BSS automatically engages at
5km/h (3mph), to absorb shocks, which may unsettle the
bucket load.

Versatile by nature
The EWR170E can be individually configured with either
standard 2.5m wide axles, or – to boost stability – 2.75m axels
and a blade. Approved for road use, the ever versatile wheeled
excavator has an optional road-homologated trailer hitch, which
can pull up to eight tons (for trailers with overrun brakes).



EW170E METRIC

115 kW

2 000 r/min

0.7 m3

5 500 kg

6.0 m /1.5 m

5 750 mm

126 kN

1 790 m

9 360 mm

35 km/h

154 Hp

0.915 yd3

12 125 lb

20 ft / 5 ft

18’ 10”

28 325 lbf

5 872” 8”

30’ 9”

21.74 m/h

Volvo D4J

17 950 kg 19 300 lb

IMPERIAL

Engine

Operating weight

Gross power

…at engine speed

Bucket capacity

Maximum lifting capacity

…at reach/height

Maximum digging reach

Maximum digging depth

Breakout force (ISO) (Boost)

Maximum speed

Tail swing radius

Key specifications

Operators can also bring their tools – up to 130kg – with them
to the job site in a draw-type box, which conveniently slides out
from the undercarriage.

Designed to complement the EWR170E’s performance, Volvo
offers a comprehensive portfolio of attachments, purpose built
to work in harmony with the machine. For easy and efficient
attachment changes, the Attachment Management System
stores the settings for up to 20 different types.

uptime
Made to move, the EWR170E has optimized hydraulic
hose routing on the boom and arm, to enhance
durability and reduce the chance of damage. In
addition, the new axle- mounted mudguards
now have a larger surface area to help
keep the machine cleaner.

To keep the machine up and running, the EWR170E has been
designed with ease of servicing in mind. On the entire E-Series
wheeled excavator range, greasing points have been grouped
together and filters placed behind wide-opening engine doors,
all accessible from ground level. With improved access to areas
such as the radiators and mesh, maintenance is made easy,
helping operators stay on track.  ■
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Connor Construction
trials Volvo's new green
paving machine!
Leading road construction company, Connor Construction (South
West) Ltd constantly seeks the latest technology from leading
manufacturers. Being well acquainted with Volvo Construction
equipment, we’ve asked them to trial the new P4820D paver.
ian Webb, Managing Director of Connor Construction writes...
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“Just as we’ve
trusted volvo in
our purchases
of machinery,
they’ve trusted
us to trial their
P4820D paver,
a machine that
could lay the
new standard
for pavers!”

Green is the ‘new black’
We are excited to test this machine because of its greener features and fuel efficiency.
The P4820D is the smallest of Volvo's 2.5 metre tracked pavers and their first to have the
new EPM 3–control system and Stage–IV, fuel efficient Volvo engine.

Volvo's new paver is more fuel efficient than our current machines. It has load-sensing
hydraulics and engine, so only demands and gives power that’s needed for application.
Along with a host of other new features, Volvo is justified in saying this machine raises
the bar.

There’s more pressure on contractors to be 'greener' particularly when carrying out
works in areas like London – and we all like to see where we can make savings. With this
in mind, Volvo makes machines that operate at a capacity that clients like ourselves
require, but using a four-cylinder engine.

smaller engine – same work appetite!
Colin Mackenzie of SMT GB explains, “The P6870C pavers that Connor already runs
have six-cylinder engines that are capable of running between 7.5m up to 9m screed with
upgraded hydraulics, but they’re mainly operating within the standard width of 2.5 to 5m.
So even though they’re fuel efficient machines in their own right, it’s like running a car
with a V6 engine all the time – you don’t always need that much power.”

This paver can handle any application and a lot of consideration has gone into its
design. For example, the weight and length of this machine means you can load it along
with other equipment. Also, the roof and exhaust pipe is easily lowered and raised, giving
you a lower transport height.

For extra reliability, Volvo designed this paver with a longer undercarriage and
automatic track tension system. For greater ground contact, they have a new option of
bolt-on rubber trackpads with a 'lube-for-life' track chain.
The P4820D delivers a smoother finish due to having large hopper capacity, enabling
uninterrupted supply of material, keeping the paver moving while reducing stops and
starts. They’ve included a hydraulic front apron to assist with emptying the front of the
hopper, avoiding spillage and reducing manual cleaning.

The new electronic system features ECO–mode, a system that measures average
fuel consumption, displays daily fuel usage and remaining fuel run-time, reducing fuel
usage by 30%. The hydraulic system provides the same high performance as their other
machines, while using less fuel, reducing noise levels and emissions. 

Sounds good, doesn't it? The only thing we can do now is see what it's like on the
road for ourselves! Seeing as we lay tonnes of asphalt across Europe, Volvo can remain
confident that we are the right people to put this paver through its paces!

Fast forward a couple of months and The Voice caught up with Ian to find out how the
trial has gone: 

undeniable reliability
The Volvo P4820D paver has been used constantly since we received it back in July this
year. We have used it on a variety of contracts across the country – these sites have
ranged from laying clean stone on porous applications, to working on carparks and even
major roads where it’s successfully laid up to 1,000 tonnes of binder each day. In every
circumstance, we’ve seen the P4820D respond with impressive results and received
fantastic feedback from our operators.

We wouldn't use any machinery that we wouldn't trust on our works more than once –
even as a trial – so the fact that we have carried on using it is a huge compliment to its
reliability and quality.

Ease of transportation and flexibilty
Due to its size, weight and design, we’ve found the Volvo P4820D very easy to transport –
it can be moved to sites with other additional equipment, and still not be overweight. This
is a great feature as we offer so much in the way of plant hire, and it means that we can
pack more on to our low loaders, while remaining completely safe and compliant.

you could hear a pin drop
Operator and foreman, Gary Atkins, was astonished at how quiet the Volvo P4820D is.
"Because the noise levels are so low, it allows me to concentrate more on handling and
operating the machine. I can clearly hear and concentrate on everything else that is
happening on site too, which is really important as a foreman. You just wouldn't believe
how quiet it is – you need to hear it to believe it." CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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Without exception, anyone who sees this machine
running has commented on how quiet it is. It’s a huge
advantage for operators and general public due to the
lack of noise pollution. It’s a brilliant machine to use in
busy, populated areas. 

The lack of noise is also a great health and safety
feature – not only can our guys clearly communicate
while this machine is operating, but it’s also easy on
their hearing despite staff having full PPE and ear
protection.

comfort and visibility
Gary comments further on operation and levels, saying:
“This is important as our employees work long hours
and must be able to concentrate and maintain energy
to work at a high standard.”

Having great visibility is also vital to us as it means
that operators can see more of what’s going on and how
the machine is working and laying – it also makes visual
communication easier between employees on site.

Ian Webb was also very impressed with the new
operating station for the screwsman – it’s now more
upright and very flexible and can be moved into other
positions, not possible previously. This addition alone
has improved comfort of operation, as well as providing
more visibility of the control panel.

Big savings indeed
No doubt about it – Volvo's ‘green' machine is saving
us lots of money in fuel due to its fantastic fuel
economy, which all Volvo's machinery invariably does

through reliability and great results. They clearly care
about what matters to their clients as they listened to us
when we asked them if there was any way we could
make cost savings while also having a kinder impact on
the environment, without losing quality in the result.

Bites bigger than its bark
The fact that the P4820D paver has a much smaller
engine was received with immediate scepticism – one
operator said that the machine didn’t feel as responsive
or powerful as our other pavers, and yet, it still laid to
the same capacity and standard as our other machines.
This view may probably be a result of always having
too much power in other machines.

People immediately feel defensive when they are
given 'less' of something (in this case engine and
power) and we think it is very easy to confuse 'enough'
with 'less'. The P4820D paver actually proves that 'less'
can actually mean 'more', so hats off to the new Volvo
D4 four-cylinder engine and load-sensing hydraulics.

you get less power but more:
■ fuel efficiency
■ cost savings
■ comfort and visibility
■ great health and safety features
■ on your lorry
■ greener features

And all without hindering the machine in the job that it
does. CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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The response from smT GB engineers
As always, SMT GB are incredibly responsive to
maintenance issues, which is vital for a busy paver hire
business like ours. This means we have shorter periods
of down time and work interference.

We did initially have a problem with the screed
when it was rising on hitting a joint or bump. But Volvo's
dedicated team of fitters went straight to site and
corrected this for us immediately. You get more than
a machine when you buy a Volvo. We just cannot rate
SMT GB’s customer service and fitter coverage
highly enough.

The P4820D – a credit to
the evolution of our industry
When SMT GB delivered this paver to us with promises
of fuel savings, better power usage and a smaller
carbon footprint, we had no reason to disbelieve them
due to their fantastic reputation and service.

We are a very conscientious and evolving business
and, by using the Volvo P4820D paver, it’s a great way
to show the industry that we’re interested in the
development of 'greener' machinery, as the impact our
industry has on the environment is important to us.
There was one tiny improvement the operators would
have liked to see, really minuscule, and that was a
change to the layout of the ‘Screed In’ and ‘Out’
buttons. A personal preference would be to have the
buttons separate on either side of the control panel,
rather than right next to each other. 
So, all we have left to say is ...  if you are looking for a
machine that transports easily, can be used anywhere,
that will save you money and fuel, help in the
improvement of site communication and health and
safety, and of course, offer a great big leap in the
direction of environmental friendliness, then we can
highly recommend the Volvo P4820D paver.

“we wouldn't use any
machinery that we
wouldn't trust on our
works more than once –
even as a trial – so the
fact that we have
carried on using it is a
huge compliment to its
reliability and quality.”

ian Webb, managing Director
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MGS Training Ltd, with its headquarters located at
Bargeddie in Glasgow and its 40-acre training centre at
Heartlands just off the M80 between Glasgow and
Edinburgh, has invested in three new pieces of Volvo
construction equipment for its twenty year-old, CPCS-
accredited training school. 

Since Proprietor, Colin McGhee started up his
business twenty years ago, he and his team of
instructors have successfully trained thousands of plant
operators for their CPCS accreditations from one of the
oldest training academies in Scotland. “We not only
cover Scotland offering courses here at our Heartlands
facility, but we will also visit sites to conduct training
modules all over the country and abroad,” explains
Colin. “Over the years, we have established a strong
relationship with long standing clients – even the larger
companies such as Balfour Beatty and Bam Nuttall who
continuously send us, or ask us to go out and train,
their operatives.” 

The machines that Colin McGhee has invested in
are a new Volvo A25G articulated hauler which
replaces a four year-old D-model, and a twenty-two
tonne Volvo EC220E, replacing a competitive model of
similar size. More uniquely, the third unit, an EW180E
wheeled excavator, happens to be the first of its kind to
be delivered into the Scottish plant market. “The
EC220E is a good optimum-sized excavator to train
operators on,” says Colin. 

“Bringing the ‘rubber duck’ into our training fleet
opens up another plant category for us and there are
not many schools who can boast of having the latest
technology found on Volvo’s A25G articulated hauler.
Having these three brand new, ‘state of the art’ product
types available for machine operators to train on will
give us a competitive edge for providing up-to-date
machine operator training,” he says. 

“Another reason for opting for the Volvo brand is
SMT GB’s ability to support the product.

Only ‘state of the art’
will do at MGS Training 
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While we had very few issues with the old A25D,
when they did arise, SMT was there to support
us.  Having that peace of mind helped us in our
purchasing decision.”  

MGS Training Ltd provides the full spectrum
of plant and operator training from its facility at
Heartlands and is accredited by a number of
nationally recognized awarding bodies including:

■ CPCS
    (Construction Plant Competence Scheme)

■ NPORS
    (National Plant Operators Registration
    Scheme)

■ NPTC (National Proficiency Test Council)

■ SQA (Scottish Qualifications Authority)

■ City & Guilds

■ RPA (Rail Plant Association)

■ IPAF (International Powered Access
    Federation)

Proprietor, colin mcghee (right) takes delivery from
Smt gB’s area Business manager, gerry Logue, at
the company’s heartlands training facility

First arrival - the volvo a25g articulated hauler

Find out more at: 
www.mgtrainingscotland.co.uk
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Donny and Lisa Hughes started their fledgling plant hire
company, AD Plant Hire, in 2007. Within 12 months the UK
had been hit by the worst recession for decades – not an
ideal start for any company. Despite the initial downturn in
the building sector, the pair worked extremely hard to build
their company up to the major force it is today. 

Working throughout the North East and North Yorkshire, the
company operates a wide variety of equipment to satisfy the
needs of their clients. From tele-handlers to dumpers, backhoe
loaders to excavators, AD Plant Hire runs a mixed equipment
fleet but has recently decided to standardise the excavator fleet
with equipment from the Volvo range supplied in Great Britain
by SMT GB.

Jeff Turner, AD Plant Manager explains why the company
has switched allegiance. “Traditionally the company has run
plant from a variety of brands but over recent times, we have
noticed build quality and reliability issues creeping in. I’ve come
to the company from a dealer background and after
experiencing this drop in quality and the complaints coming

from customers and operators alike, decided to look at
investing in kit that would get over quality and reliability issues.
We tried a number of manufacturers and settled on the Volvo
brand as their acceptance, build quality and reliability were
perceived to be far ahead of other manufacturers. Another
major concern was the ease of resale when it comes to
disposing of our used equipment. The Volvo name is
recognised for its longevity the world over and this has given
us the confidence for the future.”

The fleet of Volvo excavators currently numbers over thirty
ranging from the EC18D up to the largest excavator on the fleet
and their latest purchase, an EC300E. A bold step has also
been taken with the addition of a new A25G ADT to run
alongside the EC300E and is the first large dump truck
operated by the company. The fleet has recently been
bolstered by the arrival of a number of ECR88 compact tail-
swing midi excavators. This has been due to the difficulty in
sourcing experienced operators for the once popular backhoe
loaders. “We once ran a number of backhoe loaders but

AD Plant favours Volvo
excavators for their plant fleet
ThE VOIcE sent Paul Argent along to discover more… 

CONTINUED OVERLEAF a
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struggled to find operators that are willing to drive them or now
have the relevant experience.” Explains Jeff, “Crawler
excavators are far more accepted and are seen as the do-it-all
tool on a site these days. That said, we have recently
purchased a new backhoe loader for a particular long-term
contract we have and are lucky enough to have an experienced
operator to go with it.” Compact equipment within the fleet has
also been bolstered by the arrival of a number of EC18D mini-
excavators along with a new SD135B twin-drum roller.

Where AD Plant hire really believe the Volvo product stands
out from the rest, is their customer service. “We enjoy a very
personal service from the team at Newcastle. We get on well
with the fitters and couldn’t ask for more from them, we hold
them in very high regard. If there is one small gripe we do have
it’s the cost of parts. Although not excessively high, they are
always a few pounds dearer than similar items from our
previous manufacturers. However, whilst it may cost us a little
more to service the Volvos over our older machines, the
amount of downtime we have experienced is far less with a
predominately Volvo fleet saving us money in the long run”

Jeff is very complimentary about the Volvo Caretrack
monitoring system installed on the larger machines in the fleet

and only wishes this could be included on the mini and midi
excavators. “We have a stand-alone satellite system on the
smaller machines and whilst it does the job, I would prefer the
whole of the Volvo fleet to be covered by Caretrack. It would
make life so much easier for us.” Major servicing is carried out
by SMT with any issues in-between service time carried out in
house. All machines are impeccably turned out with the
company valeting and cleaning every machine between hires.
“You have more of a chance of the machine being looked after
on site if it turns up looking immaculate”, explains Jeff.

With machines being hired out to different operators on a
regular basis, issues being reported back to the office have
been minimal with feedback being good from all quarters. Fuel
consumption has been very good compared to previous
machines on the fleet and reliability has been exceptional. An
area often disregarded by plant hire companies, operator
acceptance, has been positive with many hirers asking
specifically for the Volvo product.

Volvo has not only made it to the earthmoving and hire fleet
but is now present on the transport side of the business with
the company acquiring a new FH tractor unit that offers their
customers a more reliable and flexible service.  ■

“We tried a number of manufacturers and settled on the volvo
brand as their acceptance, build quality and reliability were
perceived to be far ahead of other manufacturers”



“The Volvo name is
recognised for its
longevity the world
over and this has given
us the confidence for
the future.”
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The next generation of
Apprentice Engineers
sign up with SMT GB
SMT GB’s six new Apprentice engineers were invited to a
formal induction week in June and their journey commenced
with finding out more about the company from CEO, Nick Allen,
and Customer Support Director, Paul Kersley. 

An official signing ceremony followed to demonstrate a
commitment to support and encourage the Apprentices
throughout the programme and future employment with the
company. Apprentices were then taken on a tour of the
Duxford site along with their parents.

The following week the Apprentices spent time at Duxford
for health & safety training, product familiarisation and a visit to
a customer quarry. They then travelled to the Lake District for
their second week at an Outward Bound Trust where they
developed teambuilding skills and tested themselves physically
and mentally while hiking, abseiling, canoeing and camping
activities. The third week saw the start of their local Customer
Support Centre induction which continued for the next three
months before the Apprentices began their first four weeks of
the four-year course at the National Construction College on
Monday 31 October. 
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lINCOlNSHIRE SHOW
21-22 JuNE
Rickmar Plant Sales returned to the
Lincolnshire show after a successful
show in 2016. They displayed a wide
range of Volvo equipment along with
other manufacturer’s products across
the two days.

@AdyBrodrick

SuffOlK SHOW
31 MAy – 1 JuNE
Contractors Equipment Sales (CES)
attended the Suffolk show where they
displayed a range of Volvo utility
equipment alongside their other
products.

other events in 2017.. .
Our network of utility dealers were present at a number of agricultural shows over the summer and displayed the latest
Volvo compact equipment across the country…

Plant & Engineering Services Ltd once
again attended the popular Royal
Cornwall Show presenting a wide a
range of Volvo machines displayed
alongside the EC140E and ECR145E.
Despite the gloomy weather the PES
team offered a warm welcome to
their stand.

@pesplant

ROyAl CORNWAll SHOW
8-10 JuNE
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NORfOlK SHOW
28-29 JuNE
Contractors Equipment Sales (CES)
took the equipment from the Suffolk
show on tour and across the border 
to the Norfolk show.

GREAT yORKSHIRE SHOW   11-13 July
The team at Chippindale enjoyed another sunny Great Yorkshire Show.
The stand was busy with many customers and their families across the
three days.

@Chippindalehire 

KENT SHOW   7-9 July
Glosrose attended the popular Kent
Show and enjoyed sunny weather at
the two day event where they
showcased a wide range of Volvo
compact equipment.

@GlosroseGroup
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Operators Club
final 2017
this october, volvo construction equipment once again pitted emea’s

best and brightest operators against one another in an epic battle of

speed, precision and technique that is the operators club Final 2017.

Ryan Sadler and Russell holden, who placed third and fourth at hillhead

2016, represented great Britain at the final competing against 29 finalists

from 16 countries at the volvo ocean Race village in alicante, Spain for

the ultimate round of gruelling challenges. the operator with the quickest

time – taking into account any penalties for mistakes – would be named

the operators club champion 2017.

the event took place 24 hours before the first leg of the 2017 volvo ocean

Race, which began at the same location and this year, the operators club

Final was part of the official Race village program.

the final began at 9am on Saturday 21 october and Smt gB were

reporting live from the event across social media. For more information on

how the gB competitors performed head over to twitter and Facebook for

all the updates as they happened. 

Johannes Unger of austria took home the trophy this year with Sascha

moog of germany finishing second and Ueli hunziker of Switzerland

finishing in third place.

Well done to the gB champions Ryan and Russell who both performed

extremely well and showed great team spirit throughout. the full story

and final results will be included in the next edition of ThE VOIcE.

all the pictures from the event can be found on social media and we’ll

share our favourites in the next edition of the voice.

www.facebook.com/SmtgreatBritain

www.twitter.com/Smt_gB 

Not a member of the
Operators club?
Why not join today or refer a friend – 
we send out a small welcome pack to
new joiners and there’s always a
chance to win more goodies during the
year through giveaways, coming to
events or our competitions. We value
our Operators’ opinions and like to
generally share news. Operators have
the chance to be first to hear of any
events we have coming up, and also
take part in our Operators Club GB
trials at Hillhead in 2018. 

Join the Operators Club here:
www.volvoceoperatorsclub.co.uk

AN EPIC
BATTlE
Of SPEED
PRECISION

AND
TECHNIquE
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MEMBER PROfIlE
Stevie Motherwell got in touch with us through the
Operators Club Facebook page and sent some
pictures of his machine. Stevie says, “My Volvo is
a great machine, it’s very operator friendly and
reliable which is important for a company like
Advance. I’ve been in machines for over 20 years
and have found the Volvo to be the best by far.”

Name:
Stevie Motherwell 

company:
Advance Construction 

how did you hear about the Operators club?
Through Ian Kennedy (SMT demonstrator) 

what made you join the club?
It’s great to feel part of something with like-minded
people

what do you like about being a member?
Being able to see how other operators are getting
on and any new kit coming out 

Do you interact with other Operators club members?
Yes, it’s great way of meeting new guys with
similar views

want to feature in a member profile?
Email amy.metcalfe@volvo.com and for every
profile printed we will send you a pack of Volvo
merchandise worth £50!

Terms and conditions: To submit an entry you
must be a member of the Volvo CE Operators
Club in Great Britain and operate/own a Volvo
machine. The editors decision on profiles to
publish is final. The selection of merchandise
will be chosen at random and subject to
availability at that time. Prize items cannot be
exchanged unless faulty.

“My Volvo
is a great
machine”
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SMT GB once again attended the Black Isle Show
which took place 2-3 August at Mannsfield
Showground, Muir of Ord.

Machines featured on the stand included the ECR88D,
ECR35D, ECR50D, ECR25D, EW60E, EC18D compact
excavators, the DD25B roller, EC250E, EW160E and
EC140E excavators and an A30G articulated hauler.

SMT GB dealers, Rockbreakers and CS Machinery
Sales, were also in attendance on the stand and Nixon
Plant Hire had their own stand at the show.

It was a busy day with many visitors stopping by to say
hello. Thank you to everyone who came along to visit.



The new EC27C is the fourth machine in a line to join C D
McNeill’s contracting fleet, who took delivery of the first of its
kind to be sold in Great Britain some seven years ago and prior
to that, a history of operating the Volvo 2.5 tonne EC25’s over a
period of time. “We recognise the qualities of the Volvo product
in terms of reliability but more importantly the after sales
support that comes as standard from CSM Sales Ltd which is
why we’ve decided to replace like with like,” says Grant
McNeill.

Joining a mixed fleet of equipment which includes compact
excavators up to 7 tonnes, site dumpers and rollers, the EC27C
is powered by a Volvo 1.6 litre low emission Stage III engine
coupled to a load sensing hydraulic system for optimum
performance and fuel saving. Simultaneous control of slew and
offset movements provides faster, more precise performance
due to the right joystick control lever that features an
electronically proportional roller. This allows the operator to
accurately adjust hydraulic flow as needed. All hydraulic
functions are performed in total independence for more control
and less delay when handling multiple tasks. An automatic two-
speed travel system engages when operating in high speed
mode, automatically shifting gear from high to low according to
the travel load. Another feature for increased efficiency is the

standard auto-idling system that lowers engine speed to idle if a
control is not used for five seconds. The engine reverts to the
pre-selected speed almost instantly when any control is moved.
This system delivers lower fuel consumption, longer engine life
and less environmental noise. 

The EC27C features Volvo’s industry-leading comfortable
cab for less fatigue and more production. The ergonomically-
designed cab offers greater leg and foot room, making it one of
the most spacious in its category and the machine supplied to
C D McNeill features the optional high back seat which includes
the servo hydraulics levers integral to the seat unit for
maximum operator comfort. As a good deal of contracting work
involves the removal and replacement of tarmac driveways,
paths and car parking areas, CD McNeill has added protective
chequer plate to the underside of the dipper arm. “Adding this
simple feature saves a lot of damage to the arm when we are
loading slabs of broken-up tarmac and helps to keep the
machine looking fresh,” explains Grant.  

Established over 49 years ago C D McNeill offers a
comprehensive contracting service throughout the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland. This includes general groundworks,
hill road maintenance, work on large estates and tarmac and
asphalt laying.

C D McNeill purchases a fourth Volvo EC27C
C D McNeill of Dingwall, Ross-shire has purchased a fourth EC27C for its contracting business.
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Dumpy McDumpface takes
to the road in the Duxford
Soapbox Derby
Construction of the soapbox began in April with the majority of the build
being completed by Apprentice Engineer, Rupert Rolfe. Thomas Poulter
and Dylan Wilkinson then took ‘Dumpy McDumpface’ to the streets of
Duxford to compete against six other vehicles.

From left to right: Rupert Rolfe, Dylan Wilkinson and Richard hosker



The team had a strong start and set off at speed with Tom pushing
and Dylan steering the soapbox. As they turned the first corner
though, things started to go wrong for the team with a loud bang
signalling the loss of one of the false wheels. After rounding the
corner, Tom was faced with an uphill climb which saw the
majority of the other teams break away but they were still
ahead of several other teams.

Tom and Dylan swapped positions several times along the route
in a bid to keep up momentum and kept pace with two other teams until

they rounded the final corner and faced another uphill stretch. Their fellow teams
broke away, leaving Tom and Dylan suddenly challenged. The cheers and
applause from the crowd kept them going though and they crossed the line in one
piece but utterly exhausted! They were later awarded the wooden spoon, which
had previously been won by another team a few years running. They were more
than happy to hand this special accolade to the Volvo team who accepted the
award in good spirits.

Richard Hosker, Workshop Manager at Duxford, comments; “The apprentices
have enjoyed building the soapbox, and particular thanks go to Rupert who
carried out 95% of the build. Everyone agreed the soapbox looked fantastic and it
was popular on the day but I think next year we need to build a lighter, leaner
machine to take on the competition. We will be back!”

Tom adds, “It was a lot tougher than we expected, it really was hard work
pushing the soapbox around the course.  However, we really enjoyed the day and
we are really proud to have represented the company at this event.”

The Duxford SMT GB team held fundraising events to fund the build of the
soapbox with any surplus funds donated to the event charity, Cancer Research
UK. The Duxford event itself raised over £12,000 for Cancer Research UK
through a series of events including the soapbox race.  ■

wATch ThE VIDEO
watch the full race filmed

from on board Dumpy

mcDumpface at:

www.youtube.com/smT—GB 
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Duxford Ladies go for a
moonlight walk for charity
On Saturday, 9 September, a group of ladies
from Duxford met in Bury St Edmunds for a
‘Girls Night Out’ Moonlight charity walk. 

Karen Raffell, Lesley Martin, Jo Gilder,
Brenda May, Patricia Thompson, Emma Lister,
Emma Scott, Molly Rolfe, Katie Pickard, Sally
Rogers and Sarah Bannister all took part in
the six-mile walk. Karen Raffell, who organised
the group, says, “It was dry but a little bit chilly
and in total over 2,000 ladies walked, raising
over £250,000 for the St Nicholas Hospice.

The atmosphere was really good and
everyone had fun. The walk was started by a
Heart FM DJ, after we had warmed up with
some Zumba moves! There were topless water
boys along the route offering water, chocolate
bars and crisps and there were police escorts
and firemen on the route – all wearing pink
bunny ears - which all helped to create a party
atmosphere. People stood outside their houses
on the road encouraging us along the way. We
all completed the six miles and everyone
finished within 2 hours.”

The group raised £907
in total, with more to
come, smashing their
original target of £500.

In other news...

Voice 30
winner...
Tommy Byron
aged 10 shows
off his prizes.
His dad and
grandad both
work with Volvo
dump trucks
and lorries.

smT GB flag is raised at Duxford
The SMT flag was raised on 1 September, signalling the change from
Volvo Construction Equipment to SMT by Duxford’s longest serving
Engineers Paul Ames and Jerry Underwood alongside new Apprentice
Engineers, Liam Dargan and Aidan Whearty.

macmillan
coffee morning
Staff at Immingham depot
held a cake sale raising
£69. The money raised was
shared between Macmillan
Cancer Support and
Jeans for Genes.

Duxford also held a coffee
morning on 29 September
to raise money for
Macmillan Cancer Support.
A range of people brought
in cakes to be sold and a
raffle was held. In total,
Duxford raised £225.76
which was matched by
SMT to bring the grand
total to £451.52.

Voice 30 winner...
Alan Edwards sent in this picture of
his competition prizes being enjoyed.
Congratulations Alan!

Pictured is immingham’s
‘star baker’, Kate Preston 



getting social.. . We love seeing pictures of your machines in action.
Below are our favourite posts from across social media.

Join in the conversation:

@Fineturf: Topsoil strip

on the 18th, Duchess

course at Woburn

Golf Club. 

@adibutt28 on the

excavator.

@MPHConstruction2:

Another glorious day on

site at magnetic park

Desborough @WarwickBurt

@HamptonBrook66 #serious

kerbin (no g)

@chriscarson54: Tidy

looking @VolvoCEGB roller

unusual to see 1 in original

colour without being

resprayed in company

colours!

@theoutlorhome: Saturday

was digger day!

@jack_cockman: Just moving this guy

out of the way #diggerlife #naturecalls

#volvoconstructionequipment

Cameron Jones Racing sent
in a couple of photos from a
shoot with their sponsors
R Bunton Ltd and said
“i cannot thank these guys
enough for their continued
support.”

Der O Mahony sent us this

picture with the caption: 

it’s a Volvo thing, on point

Brian Logue sent us in this

picture of his Volvo EC135

BLC still going strong at

9000 hours working in

Godmanchester.

Dumpy McDumpface takes

to the road in Duxford: Watch

the SMT GB team complete 

the Duxford soapbox Derby.

EWR170E and EW220E:

Take a closer look at

these brand new Volvo

excavators and learn

about the key features

and benefits.

/Smt_gB/SmtgreatBritain @Smt_gB @Smt_gB
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REGION 
NORTH

REGION 
SOUTH

 REGION NORTH
Ged Fitzsimmons  07967 002 231

1. Angus Innes  07966 346 294

2. Gerry Logue  07974 973 469

3. Derek Kidd  07974 973 505

4. Mark Need  07590 170 390

5. Ian Longdon  07974 973 420

6. Ed Taylor  07974 973 480

7. Paul Martin  07970 615 343

 REGION SOUTH
John Beard  07974 973 543

10. Paul King  07974 973 419

11. John Jenkins  07966 346 244

12. Tim Popplewell  07966 346 241

13. Roy Thompson  07974 973 438

14. Sophie Carter  07540 156 733

15. Dean Ackerman  07813 086 095

16. Phil Stock  07803 400 779

18. Richard Shelbourne  07974 973 430

19. Neil Cooper  07815 738 353

20. Dale Nicoll  07860 258 343

 USED EQUIPMENT
Chris Griffin  07718 323 970

 ROAD MACHINERY
National: Colin Mackenzie  07974 973 459

North: Matthew Sheridan  07795 645 981

SMT GB SALES TERRITORIES
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VOLVO UTILITY EQUIPMENT DEALERS

  CS Machinery Sales Ltd 
01828 670 361 
calum@csmachinerysales.com 

 

  Rockbreakers 
  01506 824 652 
  jason@rockbreakers.co.uk 
  tommy@rockbreakers.co.uk 
 

  John Nixon Ltd 
  0844 372 2210 
  mikehaskayne@nixonhire.com 
 

  Chippindale Plant Ltd 
  01132 632 344 
  trevorr@chippindaleplant.com 
 

  Mona Tractor Co Ltd 
  01248 750075 
  johnjones@monatractors.co.uk 
 

  Howard Plant Sales Ltd 
  01606 833 443 
  sales@howardplant.co.uk 
 

  Rickmar Plant Sales 
  01522 703 110 
  rickmar4@hotmail.com 
 

  Cambrian Plant Sales 
  029 2056 9311 
  sales@cambriangroup.co.uk 
 

  SM Plant Ltd 
  01788 555 377 
  simon@groupsm.co.uk 
 

  Capital Plant Solutions  
  01707 323 402 
  martin@cpsolutions.co.uk 
 

  Contractors Equipment Sales Ltd 
  01603 404 620 
  andy@contractorsequipment.co.uk 
 

  Plant & Engineering  
  Services Ltd 
  01392 882 220 
  mike@pesplant.co.uk (Devon and Cornwall) 
  laura@pesplant.co.uk (all other counties) 
 

  Glosrose Mechanical Handling 
  01622 880 669 
  enquiries@glosrose.co.uk 
 

  JCK Ltd 
  01624 824 893 
  james.cubbin@jck.co.im  

 

HOWARD
Plant Sales Ltd

PL AN T  SALES
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VOLVO UTILITY EQUIPMENT

       



One number for the nearest SMT GB Customer Support Centre:

0870 600 1112www.smt.network
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1
0121 351 7711
First Avenue, Sutton Coldfield 
West Midlands B76 1BA

BIRMINGHAM

2
01223 836636
Moorfield Road, Duxford
Cambs CB22 4QX

DUXFORD

3
01403 739460
Wilberforce Way
Southwater, Horsham
West Sussex RH13 9RT

HORSHAM

4
01469 540806
Lancaster Approach
North Killingholme
Immingham DN40 3JY

IMMINGHAM

5
0191 410 9863
Portobello Road, Birtley
Co Durham DH3 2RR

NEWCASTLE

6
01786 471199
Whitehouse Road
Springkerse Ind. Estate
Stirling FK7 7SP

STIRLING

7
01443 841060
Treforest
Pontypridd CF37 5BF

TREFOREST

8
01925 817330
Clayton Road, Birchwood
Warrington WA3 6PH

WARRINGTON

REGIONAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTRES

       



Spot the
difference
competition
yOuR chANcE TO WIN
VOLVO mERchANDIsE

TERms & cONDITIONs:
The judges decision is final. The first
five correct entries drawn will be
deemed prize winners. Each prize
winner will be notified by email and
the list of winners posted in the next
edition of ThE VOIcE magazine. We
reserve the right to amend the
selection of merchandise subject to
availability at the time of the draw.
The entrant agrees to receive
promotional material from SMT GB
from time to time by email unless
this box is checked. ■

The competition is not open to
SMT GB or Volvo employees or
their families.

the first five correct entries
to be drawn will win the
prizes pictured from our
merchandise shop

  ClOSING DATE:
    8 January 2018

Name: Address: 

Email: 

Telephone:

Post Code:

AFTER

can you spot all the differences between the two pictures below? 
there are ten differences to find.

To enter the competition, simply highlight or circle the
differences and either scan and email this page to:
marketing.vcegb@volvo.com

or post to: Spot the difference competition
freepost VOLVO cONsTRucTION EquIPmENT

PLeaSe RememBeR to include your name, address, phone number and
email address when submitting your entry so that we know who you are.

BEFORE

the five lucky prize winners from the voice
magazine competition edition 30 were: 

Alan Edwards – Abingdon         Tom Byron – Coventry

Kay saxby – Ecclesfield              Andrew Joyce – Doncaster

Edward hopper – Market Rasen

Congratulations!



Week One

Coolant
Buy 20 litres, get 5 litres 

free!

Week Two

Batteries
Buy 2 and get 25% off!

Week Three

Alternator
10% off travel, labour 

and parts + free gloves 
with every order!

Week Four

Wipers
Buy 2-get-1 free on all 

wiper blades

Week Five

LED Lights
20% off all LED lights

Week Six

Beacons
20% off all beacons + 

free moose keyring with 
every order!

Week Seven

Floor mats & Steps
25% off all oor mats 

and steps + free beanie 
hat with every order!

Week Eight

Starter Motor
10% off travel, labour 

and parts

Week Nine

Rebuilds
Free machine rebuild 

inspections (booked during 
this week) no obligation 

quote

Week Ten

Mirrors
10% off all mirrors

Week Eleven

Paver Parts
25% off all wear kits

Week Twelve

Filter Kits
Buy any lter kit and get 

20% off oil

6 - 12 November 2017 13 - 19 November 2017 20 - 26 November 2017

27 Nov - 3 Dec 2017 4 - 10 December 2017 11 - 17 December 2017

18 - 24 December 2017 8 - 14 January 2018 15 - 21 January 2018

22 - 28 January 2018 29 Jan - 4 Feb 2018 5 - 11 February 2018

12 WEEKS OF CHRISTMAS
6 Nov 2017 - 11 Feb 2018

For more information call 0870 600 1112
or visit www.volvoce.co.uk/christmas-o�er

        


